Phrenic and intercostal repetitive nerve stimulation: a useful electroneurophysiological method to detect the respiratory status of myasthenia gravis patients.
To get a comprehensive recognition about the profile of phrenic repetitive nerve stimulation (PRNS) and intercostal repetitive nerve stimulation (IRNS) in healthy people, to investigate the electrophysiological features about respiratory function of myasthenia gravis (MG) patients, and to detect the predictive value of IRNS and PRNS on the respiratory deterioration of MG patients during the pulse treatment with large dosage of adrenal corticosteroid. Bilateral PRNS and IRNS with stimulation frequency of 3 and 5 Hz were tested in 28 healthy people and 113 MG patients; limb and cranial repetitive nerve stimulation (RNS), clinical score and forced vital capacity (FVC) were also recorded from those MG patients. Further more, PRNS and IRNS of 36 MG patients were tested 3 days before the beginning of their adrenal corticosteroid pulse treatment, FVC, clinical score and respiratory changes of the MG patients were simultaneously observed. For healthy people, there were no significant differences in the results of PRNS or IRNS in different age, sex and testing sides. After combining the left result with the right one, the amplitude decrement percentage in PRNS and IRNS was less than 7%. PRNS had more technical difficulty than IRNS. For 113 MG patients, FVC was dependent on the values of PRNS, IRNS and facial RNS. A subclinical respiratory dysfunction was found in patients with type I and II MG. The abnormal rate of PRNS in type IIb MG was similar to that in type III and IV MG, even though a difference in the percentage of amplitude decrement between them was observed. Meanwhile, both the abnormal rate and the percentage of amplitude decrement of IRNS had no difference between type IIb MG and type III and IV MG. The general incidence of abnormal PRNS and abnormal IRNS were higher than those of decreased FVC and clinical dyspnea, and the sensitivity of PRNS in type IIa MG patients was higher than that of IRNS. Among 36 MG patients under the adrenal corticosteroid pulse treatment, 14 showed the newly clinical dyspnea or worsened original one 2 to 13 days after the beginning of the therapy. There were significant difference of the above parameters between the patients with and without respiratory deterioration during the treatment. Logistic regression analysis showed that when the mean value of the bilateral IRNS amplitude decrement was larger than 30%, the odds ratio of the occurrence of the respiratory deterioration was 19.523, for both 3 and 5 Hz stimulation. It is recommended that PRNS and IRNS will be defined as abnormal when their amplitude reduces more than 15%. PRNS and IRNS are neurophysiological indices reflecting the damage of respiratory muscles in MG, they are helpful in evaluating the clinical condition correctly and making the classification of MG properly. It is necessary to test the PRNS and IRNS in type II MG patients regularly. Although the respiratory damage during the adrenal corticosteroid treatment was correlated with PRNS, IRNS, FVC, MG clinical score and type, only IRNS had predictive value on the respiratory deterioration during the treatment.